''Iterated'' multiperiod-ahead time series forecasts are made using a one-period ahead model, iterated forward for the desired number of periods, whereas ''direct'' forecasts are made using a horizon-specific estimated model, where the dependent variable is the multiperiod ahead value being forecasted. Which approach is better is an empirical matter: in theory, iterated forecasts are more efficient if the one-period ahead model is correctly specified, but direct forecasts are more robust to model misspecification. This paper compares empirical iterated and direct forecasts from linear univariate and bivariate models by applying simulated out-of-sample methods to 170 U.S. monthly macroeconomic time series spanning 1959-2002. The iterated forecasts typically outperform the direct forecasts, particularly, if the models can select long-lag specifications. The relative performance of the iterated forecasts improves with the forecast horizon. r
Introduction
A forecaster making a multiperiod time series forecast-for example, forecasting the unemployment rate six months hence-confronts a choice between using a oneperiod model iterated forward, or instead using a multiperiod model estimated with a loss function tailored to the forecast horizon. In the case of univariate linear models and quadratic loss, the ''iterated'' forecast (sometimes called a ''plug-in'' forecast) entails first estimating an autoregression, then iterating upon that autoregression to obtain the multiperiod forecast. In contrast, the forecast based on the multiperiod model-which, following the literature, we shall call the ''direct'' forecast-entails regressing a multiperiod-ahead value of the dependent variable on current and past values of the variable. For example, the direct forecast of the unemployment rate six months from now might entail the regression of the unemployment rate, six months hence, against a constant and current and past values of the unemployment rate. But which forecast, the iterated or the direct, should the forecaster use in practice?
The theoretical literature on this problem tends to emphasize the advantages of the direct over indirect forecasts. The idea that direct multiperiod forecasts can be more efficient than iterated forecasts dates at least to Cox (1961) , who made the suggestion in the context of exponential smoothing, and to Klein (1968) , who suggested direct multiperiod estimation of dynamic forecasting models. Contributions to the theory of iterated vs. direct forecasts include Findley (1983 Findley ( , 1985 , Weiss (1991) , Tiao and Xu (1993) , Lin and Granger (1994) , Tiao and Tsay (1994) , Clements and Hendry (1996) , Bhansali (1996 Bhansali ( , 1997 , Kang (2003) , Chevillon and Hendry (2005) , and Schorfheide (2005) . Bhansali (1999) provides a nice survey of this theoretical literature, and Ing (2003) gives a complete treatment of first-order asymptotics for stationary autoregressions.
Choosing between iterated and direct forecasts involves a trade-off between bias and estimation variance: the iterated method produces more efficient parameter estimates than the direct method, but it is prone to bias if the one-step-ahead model is misspecified. Ignoring estimation uncertainty, if both the iterated model and the direct model have p lags of the dependent variable but the true autoregressive order exceeds p, then the asymptotic mean squared forecast error (MSFE) of the direct forecast typically is less than (and cannot exceed) the MSFE of the iterated forecast (e.g. Findley, 1983) . On the other hand, if the true autoregressive order is p or less, then (still ignoring estimation uncertainty) the MSFEs of the direct and iterated methods are the same; because the iterated parameter estimator is more efficient, the MSFE including estimation uncertainty is less for the iterated method when the autoregressive order is correctly specified. Because it seems implausible that typically low-order autoregressive models are correctly specified, in the sense of estimating the best linear predictor, the theoretical literature tends to conclude that the robustness of the direct forecast to model misspecification makes it a more attractive procedure than the bias-prone iterated forecast (Bhansali, 1999; Ing, 2003) .
Because the relative efficiency of iterated vs. direct forecasts is theoretically ambiguous and depends on the unknown population best linear projection, the question of which method to choose is an empirical one. Given the practical importance of the question, there are surprisingly few empirical studies of the relative performance of iterated vs. direct forecasts. Findley (1983 Findley ( , 1985 studies univariate models of two of Box and Jenkins's (1976) series (chemical process temperature and sunspots), and Liu (1996) studies univariate autoregressive forecasts of four economic time series. Ang et al. (2005) find that, at least during the 1990s, iterated forecasts of U.S. GDP growth outperform direct forecasts using a measure of shortterm interest rates and the term spread. The largest empirical study we are aware of is Kang (2003) , who studied univariate autoregressive models of nine U.S. economic time series with mixed results, concluding that the direct method ''may or may not improve forecast accuracy'' relative to the iterated method (Kang, 2003, p. 398) .
This paper undertakes a large-scale empirical comparison of iterated vs. direct forecasts using data on 170 U.S. macroeconomic time series variables, available monthly from 1959 to 2002. Rather than narrowing in on individual series, this study considers the larger questions of whether the iterated or direct forecasts are more accurate on average for the population of U.S. macroeconomic time series, and whether the distribution of MSFEs for direct forecasts is statistically and substantively below the distribution of MSFEs for iterated forecasts. Using these data, we compare iterated and direct forecasts based on univariate autoregressions and bivariate vector autoregressions; in both cases, we consider models with fixed lag order and models with data-dependent lag order choices, using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) or, alternatively, the Bayes Information Criterion (BIC).
1 Multiperiod forecasts are computed for horizons of 3, 6, 12, and 24 months.
2
The experimental design uses a pseudo-out-of-sample (or ''recursive'') forecasting framework; for example, forecasts for the 12 months from January 1985 to December 1985 are computed from models estimated and selected using only data available through December 1984. This study yields surprisingly sharp results. First, iterated forecasts tend to have lower sample MSFEs than direct forecasts, particularly if the lag length in the oneperiod ahead model is selected by AIC. Second, these improvements tend to be modest, as one would expect if the main source of the improvements is reduction in estimating uncertainty of the parameters. Third, direct forecasts become increasingly less desirable as the forecast horizon lengthens; this too is consistent with the efficiency of the iterated forecasts outweighing the robustness of the direct forecasts. Fourth, for series measuring wages, prices, and money, direct forecasts improve upon iterated forecasts based on low-order autoregressions, but not upon iterated forecasts from high-order autoregressions, a finding that is consistent with these series having, in effect, a large moving average root (or long lags in the optimal linear ARTICLE IN PRESS 1 Because possible model misspecification is central to this comparison, data-dependent lag order choice can play an important role: selecting a high-order one-period model can reduce bias but increase estimation uncertainty, and thus increase total MSFE, relative to a lower order direct model (Bhansali, 1997) .
2 Following the literature we consider direct h-step versus one-step-ahead iterated forecasts. In principle, it would also be possible to construct iterated forecasts from k-step-ahead models, where koh, and h/k is an integer. predictor), as suggested by Nelson and Schwert (1977) and Schwert (1987) . In contrast, iterated forecasts from low-order autoregressive models outperform direct forecasts for real activity measures and the other macroeconomic variables in our data set.
Forecasting models and methods of comparison
This section describes the iterated and direct forecasting models and estimators. We begin with two general observations. First, many macroeconomic time series appear to be nonstationary in the sense of having one or more unit roots, while the literature surveyed above focuses on stationary variables. 3 The strategy adopted here is to transform the series of interest to approximate stationarity by taking its first or second difference as needed, to estimate the forecasting model, then to compute the h-step-ahead forecast of the original series produced by that model. For example, the logarithm of real GDP is first transformed by taking its first difference, Dlog GDP t , the forecasting models are estimated using Dlog GDP t , and these models are then used to compute the forecast of the level of the logarithm of GDP, h periods ahead. The transformations used for each series are discussed in the next section and in the data appendix.
Second, all forecasts are recursive (pseudo-out-of-sample), that is, forecasts are based only on values of the series up to the date on which the forecast is made. Parameters are then reestimated in each period, for each forecasting model, using data from the beginning of the sample through the current forecasting date. For forecasts entailing data-based model selection, the order of the model is also selected recursively, and thus can change over the sample as new information is added to the forecast data set.
Univariate models
Let X t denote the level or logarithm of the series of interest. The objective is to compute forecasts of X t+h , using information at time t. Let y t denote the stationary transformation of the series after taking first or second differences. Specifically, suppose that X t is integrated of order d (is IðdÞ); then y t ¼ D d X t , where d ¼ 0, 1, or 2 as appropriate.
Iterated AR forecasts
The one-step-ahead AR model for y t is
For the iterated AR forecasts, the parameters a, f 1 ; . . . ; f p in (1) are estimated recursively by OLS, and the forecasts of y t+h are constructed recursively as,
whereŷ j=t ¼ y j for jpt. Forecasts of X t+h are then computed by accumulating the values ofŷ I tþk=t as appropriate in the I(0), I(1) and I(2) cases:
if X t is Ið0Þ;
ifX t is Ið1Þ;
ifX t is Ið2Þ:
Direct forecasts
The direct estimates of the parameters are the recursive minimizers of the mean squared error of the h-step-ahead criterion function. Accordingly, the parameters are estimated by the OLS regression in which the regressors are a constant and y t ; . . . ; y t2pþ1 and the dependent variable is y h tþh , where
The direct forecasting regression model is,
The direct estimator of the coefficients is obtained by the recursive estimation of (5) by OLS, where data through period t are used (so that the last observation includes y 
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4 As an alternative, direct forecasts could be computed by first estimating regressions of y t+i onto (1, y t , y tÀ1 , y, y t+1Àp ) for i ¼ 1, y, h, and then accumulating the forecasts of y t+i to form forecasts of y h tþh . Because each regression uses the same set of regressors, these forecasts will be identical to those in (6) when data over the sample period are used.
Lag-length determination
Four different methods were used to determine the lag order p: (1) p ¼ 4 (fixed); (2) p ¼ 12 (fixed); (3) p chosen by the AIC, with 0ppp12, and (4) p chosen by the BIC, with 0ppp12. For the iterated forecasts, the AIC and BIC were computed using the standard formulas based on the sum of squared residuals (SSR) from the one-step-ahead regression. For the direct forecasts, the AIC and BIC were computed using the SSR from the estimated h-step-ahead regression (5). The AIC and BIC were recomputed at each date, so the order of the selected forecasting model can change from one period to the next, where the model selection and parameter estimates are based only on data through the date of the forecast (period t).
These four choices cover leading cases of theoretical interest. If the true lag order p 0 is finite and if the maximum lag considered exceeds p 0 , then the BIC provides a consistent estimator of p 0 and the iterated estimator with BIC is asymptotically efficient. If p 0 is infinite, then the direct estimator with AIC model selection achieves an efficiency bound for direct estimators and this bound is below that for all iterated estimators (see Bhansali (1996) for a precise statement of this result; he shows that the direct estimator bound also is achieved using Shibata's (1980) lag-length selector). In finite samples, however, BIC and AIC lag-length selection introduces additional sampling uncertainty and the short (4 lag) and long (12 lag) fixed-lag autoregressions provide benchmarks against which to compare the BIC and AIC forecasts. 
Multivariate models
We also consider iterated and direct forecasts computed using bivariate vector autoregressions (VARs). For two series i and j, the iterated VARs are specified in terms of the stationary transforms y it and y jt . The iterated forecast is then obtained by iterating forward the VAR and then applying the transformation (3). The h-step direct forecast for series i is obtained from the OLS regression of y h i;tþh against a constant and p lags each of y it and y jt . In both the iterated and direct models, the same number of lags p is used for both regressors. The same four methods of lag determination are used as in the analysis of the univariate models.
Estimation and forecast sample periods
Let T 0 denote the first observation used in estimation of the regressions, T 1 denote the date at which the first pseudo-out-of-sample forecast is made, and T 2 denote the date at which the final pseudo-out-of-sample forecast is made. The date T 0 is the date at which the first observation is available (for most series, 1959:1), plus 12 (because 12 lags are used for the long-lagged models), plus the order of integration of the
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5 Other possible lag-length selection methods are possible but are not pursued here. For example, Bhansali (1999) and Schorfheide (2005) suggest selecting the order of the iterated model based on the hstep-ahead SSR of the iterated forecasts, rather than (as is conventional and as we do) based on the onestep-ahead SSR. series (to allow for first and second differences). For most series, the initial forecast date T 1 is 1979:1; for series that start after 1959:1, T 1 is the later of 1979:1 or the first observation for which all regressions can be estimated using a minimum of 120 observations. The final forecast date depends on the forecast horizon, and is the date of the last available observation (2002:12) minus the forecast horizon h. Thus, for most series, pseudo-out-of-sample forecastsX tþh were computed for t ¼ 1979:1 to 2002:12-h.
The pseudo-out-of-sample forecast error is e tþh ¼X tþh À X tþh , and the sample MSFE is,
The sample MSFE is computed for each series (170 series), for each forecasting method (iterated, with 4 lag choices, and direct, with 4 lags choices), and for each horizon (3, 6, 12, and 24 months). For a given series and horizon, the empirical efficiency of comparable direct and indirect forecasts is assessed by comparing the respective MSFEs.
Parametric bootstrap method for comparing iterated vs. direct forecasts
The sample MSFE might be less for a direct than an iterated forecast either because the direct forecast is more efficient in population or because of sampling variability. For a single series, the null hypothesis that a direct forecast fails to improve upon an indirect forecast can be tested using suitable versions of tests proposed by West (1996) and Clark and McCracken (2001) for comparing simulated out-of-sample forecasts. Our focus, however, is on whether the direct method improves upon the iterated method on average over the population of macroeconomic variables of interest. Thus the objects of interest in this study are summary measures of the distribution of the relative MSFEs, for example, the mean relative MSFE of the direct estimator, relative to the iterated estimator, across the population of U.S. macroeconomic series, from which we have a sample of 170 series. This comparison of empirical distributions of direct and iterated estimators goes beyond the theoretical results available in the forecast evaluation literature.
To assess the statistical significance of our summary statistics, we therefore implemented a parametric bootstrap that examined the spread of the distribution of relative MSFEs under the null hypothesis that the iterated forecasting model is correctly specified, so that the iterated forecast is efficient. The parametric bootstrap has the following steps:
(1) For each series i, i ¼ 1, y, 170, an autoregressive model of order p i is estimated using the full sample, producing the (one-step ahead) residuals e it . (2) Previous research suggests that these series are well-modeled by a factor model with a small number of factors (e.g. Stock and Watson, 2002a, b) . Accordingly, a static factor model with four factors is fit to these residuals, where the factor loadings and error variances are estimated using principal components. Separate factor models (different factor loadings and idiosyncratic variances) were estimated in the pre-1982:12 and post-1983:1 periods, where the break point was chosen approximately to coincide with the decline in volatility of many U.S. macroeconomic time series (McConnell and Perez-Quiros, 2000; Kim and Nelson, 1999) . (3) Using the estimated parameters from the dynamic factor models, a pseudorandom data set consisting of 170 series was computed, where the sample periods for the pseudo-data are the same as the actual data. From these pseudo-random data, recursive iterated and direct forecasts are computed as described above, along with their MSFEs. This process is repeated 200 times. This produces an empirical distribution of direct MSFEs, relative to iterated MSFEs, under the hypothesis that the true AR lag length is p i , i ¼ 1, y, 170. (4) This procedure is repeated for each of the four-lag selection methods. For p ¼ 4 (fixed), p i is fixed at 4, and similarly for p ¼ 12 (fixed). For the AIC method, p i is determined by AIC prior to estimation in step #1, and similarly for the BIC method.
This algorithm provides an estimate of the distribution of relative MSFEs under the null hypothesis that the iterated model is correctly specified (so that the iterated model is asymptotically efficient), where this distribution allows for both sampling uncertainty in the MSFEs and heterogeneity among and time variation of the autoregressive processes. This distribution allows for a comparison of the observed distribution of relative MSFEs to their null distribution. This distribution also can be used to compute bootstrap p-values. For example, consider the comparison of the direct estimator with p ¼ 4 to the iterated estimator with p ¼ 4. The bootstrap p-value of the hypothesis that the median relative MSFE (where the median is computed across all 170 series for the given horizon) equals its population value that would obtain were the iterated model correctly specified so that the iterated estimator is efficient, against the alternative that the direct estimator is more efficient, is the fraction of the 200 bootstrap draws of the median that are less than the median ratio actually observed in the data.
The data
The data set consists of 170 major monthly U.S. macroeconomic time series. The full data set spans 1959:1-2002:12, and most series are available over this full sample. The data set consists of five categories of series:
(A) Income, output, sales, and capacity utilization (38 series); (B) Employment and unemployment (27 series); (C) Construction, inventories and orders (37 series); (D) Interest rates and asset prices (33 series); and (E) Nominal prices, wages, and money (35 series).
The series and their spans are listed in the data appendix.
The series were subject to three transformations and manipulations. First, series that represent quantities, indexes, and price levels were transformed to logarithms; interest rates, unemployment rates, etc. were left in the original levels; this yields the X it series in the notation of Section 2. Second, these series were then differenced so that the resulting series were integrated of order zero, yielding the y it series in the notation of Section 2. Generally speaking, real quantities and real prices were treated as I(1). For our primary set of results, we treated nominal prices, wages, and money as I(1). There is a disagreement among practitioners about whether it is best to treat these series as I(1) or I(2); however, so we repeated the analysis treating the series in category (E), prices, wages, and money, as I(2). The results of this sensitivity analysis are discussed briefly in Section 4.
Third, a few of the resulting y it series contained large outliers. So that these outliers would not dominate the results, observations were dropped when |y it | exceeded its median by more than six times its interquartile range. Table 1 summarizes the distributions of the ratios of the MSFE of the direct forecast to the MSFE of the iterated forecast, where the forecasts are based on the same method of lag selection, for different forecast horizons. For example, across the 170 series, when p ¼ 4 lags are used for both the iterated and direct forecast and the forecast horizon is h ¼ 3, the mean relative MSFE is 0.99, indicating that the direct estimator on average makes a very slight improvement over the indirect estimator, at least by this measure. In 10% of the 170 series, relative MSFE is less than 0.97 at this horizon, while in 10% of the series the relative MSFE exceeds 1.02. The numbers in parentheses in Table 1 are the bootstrap p-values for the test of the hypothesis that the iterated estimator is efficient, computed as described in Section 2.4. For example, the bootstrap p-value of the mean relative MSFE for the p ¼ 4 lag model at horizon h ¼ 3 is o0.005; according to the bootstrap null distribution, were the iterated model correctly specified, the probability of observing a mean relative MSFE of 0.99 or less is less than 0.5%. 6 Inspection of Table 1 suggests that whether the iterated or direct estimator is preferred depends on the method of lag selection. For the short-lag selection methods (p ¼ 4 and BIC), the direct estimator is preferred; this is particularly true for the BIC, where the improvements in the lower tail of the distribution are substantial, at least through the 12-month horizon. According to the bootstrap pvalues, these improvements generally are statistically significant. In contrast, within the long-lag models, the iterated estimator is preferable, and the direct estimator typically does not improve substantially upon the iterated estimator. At the longer 24-month horizon, the iterated forecast is generally preferable to the direct forecast for all four lag selection methods. Indeed, at this horizon the direct forecasts can be markedly worse than the iterated forecasts: the 90th percentile of the distribution of relative MSFEs at h ¼ 24 exceeds 1.2 for all four lag methods. These results suggest that the robustness of the direct estimator is outweighed by its larger variance. Notes: The first entry in each cell is the indicated summary measure of the distribution of the ratio of the MSFE for the direct forecast to the MSFE of the iterated forecast for the lag selection method listed in the first column and the horizon indicated in the column heading. For each cell, the distribution and summary measure are computed over the 170 series being forecasted. The entry in parentheses is the p-value of the test of the hypothesis that the iterated model is efficient, against the alterative that the direct model is more efficient, computed using the parametric bootstrap algorithm described in Section 2. Table 2 breaks down the overall results in Table 1 into two categories of series, the 35 series on nominal prices, wages, and money, and the remaining 135 series. The conclusions are substantially different for these two sets of series. Once the price, wage, and money series are excluded, the iterated forecast is universally preferred to the direct forecast at all horizons. Even in the few cases that the direct estimator has a small p-value, the actual MSFE ratio is one or very nearly so, indicating that the improvement from the direct forecast is too small to be of practical forecasting value. In contrast, for the price, wage, and money series, the direct estimator provides statistically significant improvements over the indirect estimator at all horizons, and at all points in the distribution, for both short-lag models; in some cases, these improvements are large from a practical perspective (for example, the mean relative MSFE at h ¼ 6 and 12 for the BIC model is 0.86). But using longer lags in the iterated model eliminates most if not all of the advantages of the direct forecast; for example, at h ¼ 12, the mean relative MSFE for the 4 lag forecasts is 0.87, but this rises to 1.00 for the 12-lag forecasts, a value that is statistically significant but provides no practical improvement from using the direct method. Table 3 summarizes the mean and median relative MSFEs of the various forecasts, all relative to the iterated 4-lag forecasts (so the entry for the iterated AR(4) column is 1.00 by construction), for all series together (part A) and for the two groups of nonprice and price series separately (parts B and C). Also reported are the fraction of series among the 170 series for which a given forecast has the smallest MSFE at that horizon among the eight competitors. Several results stand out. If prices, wages, and money are excluded, then the iterated forecasts produce the lowest MSFEs in the clear majority of cases; the forecasts that are most frequently best are the short-lag iterated forecasts. On average, direct forecasts produce higher MSFEs than the iterated AR(4), sometimes by a substantial margin. The relative performance of the iterated forecasts improves as the horizon lengthens. For the price, wage, and money series, the short-lag iterated forecasts are not successful, and for nearly half these series the direct forecasts are better at short horizons. As the horizon lengthens, however, the iterated forecasts become more desirable.
Results for univariate autoregressions
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The fact that short-lag iterated forecasts are most successful for the nonprice series and long-lag iterated forecasts are most successful for the price series suggests that iterated forecasts with a data-dependent lag choice that can select long-lagged models should be best in some average sense. This is in fact the case. For all series combined (Table 3 , part A), the mean and median MSFE of the iterated AIC forecast, relative to the iterated AR(4), is as small or smaller than the relative MSFEs of all the other forecasts, at all horizons.
As a sensitivity check, the results for the price, wage, and money variables (the variables in category E in the data appendix) were recomputed, treating these variables as I(2) instead of I(1). The results are summarized in part D of Table 3 ; full results are available on the Web. 8 In the I(2) specification, the iterated AR(4) forecasts have larger MSFEs, relative to the other forecasts, than they do in the I(1) specification, so that the mean relative MSFEs are smaller in part D than in part C. Adjusting for this difference in the denominators, however, one can see that the general pattern in part D is the same as in the I(1) specifications in part C. In particular, the long-lag specifications outperform the short-lag specifications, and the iterated long-lag forecasts tend to have the best average performance, especially as the horizon increases.
The different results for the wage and price series suggest that the population best linear projections for the nonprice series tend to be short, whereas they tend to be long for the price, wage, and money series. In particular, there could be large moving average root in ARIMA models of prices, wages, and money, where the number of autoregressive lags is short. This possibility has been previously suggested by Nelson and Schwert (1977) and Schwert (1987) and is consistent with the long-lag lengths for backward-looking Phillips curve specifications that Brayton et al. (1999) argue is appropriate for postwar U.S. data. To examine this possibility, Table 4 reports estimated ARIMA(2,1,1) and ARIMA(1,2,1) models for the eight wage and price inflation series for which a direct forecast exhibited the greatest improvement, relative to the iterated AR(4) forecast. In all cases, the MA coefficient is large, in a few cases exceeding 0.9. This large moving average root occurs in both the I(1) specifications and the I(2) specifications for these series, so it is not a simple consequence of overdifferencing. These large moving average coefficients are consistent with a slow decay in the coefficients of the optimal linear predictor for the price and wage series and are consistent with the relatively poor performance of the short-lag iterated estimators, and the relatively good performance of the long-lag direct and iterated estimators, for these series.
Results for bivariate forecasts
This data set contains a total of 170 Â 169 ¼ 28,730 different possible pairs of series. To keep the computations tractable, we used a stratified random subsample of (4) AR ( 
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Notes:
The entries in the ''mean'' rows are the mean relative MSFE for the indicated group of series at the indicated horizon, for the column forecasting method, relative to the MSFE for the iterated AR(4) benchmark forecast, where the mean is computed across the 170 series. The entries in the ''median'' rows are the median of this relative MSFE across the 170 series. The ''fraction best'' row reports the fraction of the 170 series in which the column forecasting method has the smallest MSFE among the eight possibilities; the sum of these fractions is reported in the ''sum'' columns respectively for all iterated and for all direct forecasts. The sum of fraction best exceeds 1.0 in some cases because of ties. The iterated and direct forecasts are compared, for the same lag-length selection method, in Table 5 , for all the series combined (this is the bivariate counterpart of Table 1 ). The conclusions are similar to those for the univariate models. Generally speaking, the long-lag (p ¼ 12 or AIC) direct forecasts offer little or no average improvements over the long-lag iterated forecasts. For a subset of the pairs, the direct forecasts have lower MSFEs than the iterated forecasts for the short-lag selection methods. Table 6 summarizes the performance of the various forecasting methods, relative to the iterated VAR(4) benchmark (this is the bivariate counterpart of Table 3 ). The results are qualitatively similar to those found using the univariate models. For the pairs that do not contain a nominal price, wage or money series (part B of Table 3), the short-lag iterated methods are most frequently the best, and the iterated methods outperform the direct methods in approximately three-fourths of the series. For the price, wage, and money series (part D), the short-lag iterated methods are infrequently best, and are beaten by the long-lag iterated methods and, at short horizons, the long-lag direct methods. At long horizons, the direct methods still outperform the iterated AR(4) benchmark for these series, but do not outperform the long-lag iterated method. Looking across all variables, the iterated method with AIC lag selection tends to produce the lowest, or nearly lowest, MSFE on average across all horizons. Table 4 ARIMA(2,1,1) and ARIMA(1,2,1) models for selected price and wage series 
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Discussion
The main finding from this study is that, for our large data set of monthly U.S. macroeconomic time series, iterated forecasts tend to have smaller MSFEs than direct forecasts, particularly if the iterated forecasts are computed using AIC laglength selection. The relative performance of the direct forecasts deteriorates as the forecast horizon increases. These findings are consistent with the view that the singleperiod models, upon which the iterated forecasts are based, are not badly misspecified in the sense that they provide good approximations to the best linear predictor; accordingly, the reduction in estimation variance arising from estimating the one-period ahead model outweighs the reduction in bias obtained from the direct multiperiod model. Notes: The entries are based on the 2000 randomly selected pairs of series (4000 forecasts for method and horizon), drawn as described in the text. The ''mean'' and ''median'' entries are those summary statistics for the relative MSFEs of the column forecasting method, relative to the iterated VAR(4). See the notes in Table 1 . There is considerable heterogeneity in these data with respect to the best lag order of the one-period model: for nominal price, wage, and money series, a long-lag order is indicated, whereas for the other series a short-lag order is more appropriate. Overall, this heterogeneity appears to be handled adequately by using AIC lag-length selection when specifying the model for the iterated forecast.
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It is interesting to note that these findings in favor of the iterated forecasts are at odds with some of the theoretical literature, which emphasizes the robustness and bias reduction of the direct forecasts in contrast to the special parametric, finite-lag assumptions that underlie optimality properties for the iterated forecasts (cf. Bhansali, 1999; Ing, 2003) . It appears that, in practice, the robustness and bias reduction obtained using direct forecasts do not justify the price paid in terms of increased sampling variance.
This appendix lists the time series used in the empirical analysis. The series were either taken directly from the DRI-McGraw Hill Basic Economics database, in which case the original mnemonics are used, or they were produced by authors' calculations based on data from that database, in which case the authors' calculations and original DRI/McGraw series mnemonics are summarized in the data description field. Following the series name is a transformation code, the 
